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Let’s think about this. If you are touch typist, you will find the home row by swiping your 
fingers on the F-J bumps. Also, you may rest your fingers on the keys occasionally.



by Matt Buchanan, Creative Commons Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 Generic license. 
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Can you do same thing on the software keyboard? Although touchscreen keyboard is capable 
for ten finger typing, generally, you cannot touch the screen without activating any keys. 

http://flickr.com/photos/40134069@N07
http://flickr.com/photos/40134069@N07


TouchFire
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/touchfire/

touchfire-the-screen-top-keyboard-for-ipad?ref=live

TablSkin
http://www.tablskin.com

Tactus Technology
http://www.tactustechnology.com

SLAP Widget
Weiss, M., Jennings, R., Wagner, J., Khoshabeh, R., 
Hollan, J., and Borchers, J. Slap: Silicone illuminated 

active peripherals. Ext. Abstracts of Tabletop 8 (2008).
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Some companies and researchers have tried to attach a tactile layer on the touchscreen 
keyboard. // They provide tactile cues, and some resting functionality. // However, there are 
still chance of activating keys // For example, while swiping the surface to find a right finger 
position. // In other word, the touchscreen keyboard is not yet very touchable as like the 
physical keyboard.

http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/touchfire/touchfire-the-screen-top-keyboard-for-ipad?ref=live
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/touchfire/touchfire-the-screen-top-keyboard-for-ipad?ref=live
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/touchfire/touchfire-the-screen-top-keyboard-for-ipad?ref=live
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/touchfire/touchfire-the-screen-top-keyboard-for-ipad?ref=live
http://www.tablskin.com/
http://www.tablskin.com/
http://www.tactustechnology.com/
http://www.tactustechnology.com/
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To solve this problem, we introduce TapBoard: a touch screen software keyboard that can be 
operated only by a tapping. // This is a very simple idea. // In this movie, you can see that 
only tapping is activating a key // and it ignores long touches.



Duration < τ, Displacement < δ

Duration > τ Displacement > δ

τ = 300ms / δ = key width
τ = 450ms (after exp. 2)
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To precisely defining the term tapping, we need two parameters. One is the touch 
duration, and another one is the touch displacement. // We will call thresholds for them 
as tau and delta. // If both duration and displacement fall within certain thresholds // we 
call this tapping, and this will make a keystroke. // for others, // such as long touches or 
moving touches // are not considered as a tapping. // They will not make a keystroke, 
and we will use them for other purposes.
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To precisely defining the term tapping, we need two parameters. One is the touch 
duration, and another one is the touch displacement. // We will call thresholds for them 
as tau and delta. // If both duration and displacement fall within certain thresholds // we 
call this tapping, and this will make a keystroke. // for others, // such as long touches or 
moving touches // are not considered as a tapping. // They will not make a keystroke, 
and we will use them for other purposes.
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Duration > τ Displacement > δ

Tapping

Non-tapping

τ = 300ms / δ = key width
τ = 450ms (after exp. 2)
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To precisely defining the term tapping, we need two parameters. One is the touch 
duration, and another one is the touch displacement. // We will call thresholds for them 
as tau and delta. // If both duration and displacement fall within certain thresholds // we 
call this tapping, and this will make a keystroke. // for others, // such as long touches or 
moving touches // are not considered as a tapping. // They will not make a keystroke, 
and we will use them for other purposes.



Hypothesis

Users type the keyboard by tapping.

TapBoard leads users to rest their fingers on the touch 
screen keyboards.

TapBoard does not have an adverse effect on text 
entry performance
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As we shown, the TapBoard idea is quite simple. // Only tapping will be the keystrokes, and 
ignore others. // To validate the effectiveness of this idea, we set three experiments based 
on these hypothesis. //
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First, ... this is the major assumption that we must verify.



• Participants: 12 Univ. students (6M/6F, avg. 22.7 years old)
- touch typists, do not have much experience on soft. keyboard

• Task: type random sentences from MacKenzie and Soukoreff (*) 
phrase sets. 

• 10 trial / 50 test phrases, approx. 40 min.
• The order of devices was fully counterbalanced across 

participants

Experiments 1: Inspecting typing behavior

Physical Tablet Tabletop

* MacKenzie, I. S., and Soukoreff, R. W. Phrase sets for evaluating text entry techniques. In Ext. Abstracts CHI ’03, ACM (2003), 754–755.
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We checked three different text entry platforms. // a physical keyboard, and software 
keyboard on tablet and tabletop devices. // We used Samsung Slate 7 for Tablet condition, 
and Microsoft PixelSense for tabletop condition. // For the physical keyboard, // We 
implemented an instrumented keyboard // with touch sensors on each key. // From this, we 
expected that the touches from the physical keyboard // will show some different pattern 
from the that of keystrokes. // In this experiment, // PARTICIPANT // We asked participants 
to transcribe the given sentences. // They typed  with all three devices // they typed 10 
sentences as the trial, and 50 sentences for the test. // ORDER
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• Measures:
- Physical: keystroke durations, key touch durations
- Tablet and Tabletop: touch durations

Experiments 1: Inspecting typing behavior

Physical Tablet Tabletop
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We measured ...  // keystroke duration is measured from the keyboard signal // key touch 
duration is measured from the instrumented touch sensors.  // For the touchscreen devices, 
we measured touch durations.



Experiments 1: Inspecting typing behavior

Tablet Tabletop

touch durations:
99.9% < 300 ms
: tapping

Physical
(press)

Physical
(touch)
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As a result, this graph shows box plots of the measured values. // In this presentation, we 
will show the result from alphabet keys only // First two graphs show touch durations, from 
two touchscreen conditions. // 99.9% of keystrokes were done within 300 ms. // This fact 
confirms that our hypothesis // users types a touchscreen keyboard by tapping.



Experiments 1: Inspecting typing behavior

Tablet Tabletop

keystroke durations:
99.9% < 300 ms

key touch durations:
81% < 300 ms
19% > 300 ms

Physical
(press)

Physical
(touch)
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For the physical keyboard // we measured both keystroke durations and key touch 
durations // Similar to the previous result // keystroke durations were done within 300 ms // 
However, about 19% of key touch durations // were measured over the 300 ms, // up to 4.5 
seconds.



Experiments 1: Inspecting typing behavior

Tablet Tabletop Physical
(press)

Physical
(touch)
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In short, /--/ touch durations from touchscreen conditions // and keystroke duration of the 
physical condition showed similar distributions. // They were done within 300ms. // This 
confirms our assumption // Actually, users do typing by tapping. /--/ However, touch sensor 
data ...
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In short, /--/ touch durations from touchscreen conditions // and keystroke duration of the 
physical condition showed similar distributions. // They were done within 300ms. // This 
confirms our assumption // Actually, users do typing by tapping. /--/ However, touch sensor 
data ...



Experiments 1: Inspecting typing behavior

Resting Typing

Participants showed resting patterns.

Physical
(touch)
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We further investigated this key touch data. // In this graph, horizontal axis is timeline // 
and vertical axis are touch count or key press count. // Red represents keystrokes, // and 
green represents a key touches.
You can notice that /==/ there are some burst of touches without keystrokes. //  This means 
that, // users sometimes rest their fingers on the keyboard without typing. // We call this 
resting pattern.  // All participants showed some level of resting patterns, but their degree 
was varied //  For example, these two graphs shows two extreme cases.
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Experiments 1: Inspecting typing behavior
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We then analyzed the distribution of those resting touches. We found that most of them were 
concentrated on home-row keys and the space bar.  // It means that, Participants mainly 
utilize the resting touches 
for aligning their fingers on the home row.
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Experiments 1: Summary

Touchscreen Keyboards
• Touch durations are very short. 

( <300 ms )

• ∴ We set τ = 300ms for the second 
experiment

• Enter, Backspace, Space < 300ms

• Shift > 300ms

Physical Keyboard
• Keystroke durations are also very 

short. ( < 300 ms )

• The key touch data of physical 
keyboards exhibits totally different 
characteristics.

• Participants mainly utilize the 
resting touches 
for aligning their fingers on the 
home row.

Tablet Tabletop Physical
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Touch duration.. // Based on this fact, // 



Hypothesis

Users type the keyboard by tapping.

TapBoard leads users to rest their fingers on the 
touch screen keyboards.

TapBoard does not have an adverse effect on text 
entry performance.
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From the first experiment, we confirms that our design is consistent with the users’ text entry 
pattern.
We then checked that, can users adapt to this new design. More specifically, we checked that 
they actually rest their fingers or not.



• Hypothesis: TapBoard to lead users to rest their fingers on the 
touch screen keyboards and find the home row while waiting.

• Participants: 5 Univ. students (2M/3F, avg. 23.0 years old)

• The participants were asked to chat with a moderator. (10 min)

• τ = 300 ms (from exp. 1) , δ = 90 px (=width of a single key)

Experiments 2: Typing behavior with TapBoard

Tablet Tabletop
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We prepared two TapBoard keyboards with two different devices; tablet and tabletop.
// PARTICIPANTS // TASK // PARAM. SETUP
Two participants started the experiment with tablet, and the other three started with tabletop 
device.



“It will cancel your input if you touch the 
surface for longer than 300 ms.”

Experiments 2: Typing behavior with TapBoard

Tablet Tabletop
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To leads the resting behavior, we informed participants that the device will cancel touches 
longer than 300ms, // we informed this only once at the beginning of the experiment.// and 
we did not directly tell them to rest their fingers.



Experiment 2: Typing behavior with TapBoard

  

Result 
We observed resting behavior from four out of five 
participants. Figure 11 illustrates the representative resting 
behavior from one participant. Participants tended to rest 
their fingers (represented by Canceled touch count) while 
the moderator was typing questions (represented by 
Moderator). Similar behavior was observed for four 
participants across both devices. The exception was P2, 
who did not rest his fingers at all. P2 leant against the chair 
backrest during the whole of the chat sessions, and crossed 
his arms after he finished his replies. The debriefing with 
P2 revealed that he did not realize that TapBoard allowed 
him to rest his hands on the device. 

 
Figure 11. Resting behavior observed in participant P1. 

Accumulated resting time percentages (canceled touches) 
are shown in Figure 12. With the exception of P2, 
participants actively rested for up to 29% of the total 
experiment time. We observed an interesting result related 
to the order of the conditions. P1 and P3 show a lower 
resting rate with the tablet, which was their starting 
condition. However, P4 and P5 show a higher resting rate 
with tabletop, which was their starting condition. We 
cautiously claim that tabletop induces more resting 
behavior due to its affordance. 

 
Figure 12. Resting time ratio within total experiment time for 

each participant and condition. 

The timeout threshold τ  is the dividing line between typing 
and resting, and there is a tradeoff. As we increase the 
threshold value, typing becomes easier, and as we decrease 
it, resting becomes easier. We collected canceled touches 
during typing and resting, and calculated the expected error 
rates along with different timeout thresholds from 300 ms 
to 1000 ms. We added two error rates and found the 
minimum point: 470 ms for tablet and 440 ms for tabletop 
(Figure 13). As a result, we conclude that 450 ms would be 
the balanced timeout threshold value, i.e., the tradeoff 
between typing and resting. 

    timeout threshold 

Figure 13. Expected error rates for different values of the 
timeout threshold parameter. 

Experiment 3: Text Entry Performance 
We conducted a comparative study with TapBoard 
keyboards (TapBoard) and traditional touch screen software 
keyboards (Normal) to measure text entry performance. The 
goal of this experiment was to show that TapBoard does not 
have an adverse effect on text entry performance. We 
expected participants to find the two conditions 
indistinguishable during the consecutive typing sessions. 
For this experiment, 10 university students were recruited 
(four males and six females, mean age 22.4 years). All of 
them were touch typists with traditional physical keyboards, 
but did not have a lot of experience with software 
keyboards on tablet computers. 

Apparatus 
In this experiment, transcription programs on the Samsung 
Slate 7 were given to subjects for both conditions. For the 
TapBoard condition, the timeout threshold W�was set to 
450 ms based on the results of experiment 2. 

Procedure 
The participants were asked to perform transcription tasks 
with both TapBoard and Normal. They transcribed 
sentences randomly picked from the MacKenzie and 
Soukoreff phrase sets [21]. Each session consisted of 
continuous transcription for 20 min. Typing sessions 
alternated between TapBoard and Normal. Participants 
performed five sessions for each condition, thus giving a 
total of ten sessions per participant. The order in which the 
devices were used was counterbalanced. The ten sessions 
were spread over three consecutive days to prevent fatigue. 

Result 
We measured the typing speed and error rates according to 
metrics proposed by Soukoreff and MacKenzie [27]. Figure 
14 shows the results for each condition. We then analyzed 
the results using two-way repeated measure ANOVA. 
Session and Condition are within-subject factors. 
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As the result, participants actually rest their fingers on the screen. While moderator is typing, 
they rested their fingers except P2. // P2 crossed his arms after he finished his replies. // 
However, other participants actively rested for up to 29% of the total experiment time // Also, 
we’ve found that there was more resting time on the tabletop condition. // we think that it’s 
due to its affordance.



Experiment 2: Typing behavior with TapBoard
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Actually, there is trade off between long and short thresholds // Shorter threshold will cancel 
more keystrokes, in other word, some characters will be omitted while typing. // This types 
of errors are represented with dotted blue line.  => decreases with longer threshold. // 
Longer threshold will increase chance of accidentally typing when resting. //  This type of 
errors are represented with the dotted green line. // From the data of previous experiment, 
we simulated the effect of various time threshold // From this, we found that 450ms 
threshold // will minimize accumulated error rates. /--/ Thus, our final time threshold would 
be 450ms.
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Experiment 2: Typing behavior with TapBoard
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Because TapBoard rejects some touches compared to conventional keyboard, we must check 
that whether there is any extra burden or not. So, the final question would be // is there any 
adversary effect?



• Within-subject experiment

• Participants: 10 Univ. students (4M/6F, avg. 22.4 years old)

• τ = 450 ms (from exp. 2) , δ = 90 px (=width of a single key)
                                           final setup: δ = 50 px

Experiments 3: Text Entry Performance

Normal TapBoard
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For this experiment, we implemented TapBoard and conventional software keyboards with 
the identical devices. // 
We then designed within-subject experiment to compare them.
We recruited, ... // We setup thresholds for TapBoard as  // We also showed that 50px 
displacement threshold is working as well as 90px threshold. Please check this in paper.



• Task: transcription with both TapBoard and Normal
(MacKenzie and Soukoreff phrase sets)

• 5 TapBoard sessions + 5 Normal sessions (for 3 days)

• Typing conditions alternated between TapBoard and Normal

• One session consisted of continuous transcription for 20 min

Experiments 3: Text Entry Performance

Normal TapBoard
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TAKS // 5+5 Session // Alternate : tapboard once, and then normal, and vice versa // ONE 
SESSION CONSIST OF // whole 10 sessions were done for 3 days to prevent participants to 
get tired.



Experiment 3: Text entry performance

  

 
Figure 14. Performance measurements for Normal and 

TapBoard keyboards. Error bars represent the 95% 

confidence interval. 

Typing Speed is measured in Words Per Minute (WPM), 
which is defined by Characters Per Second (CPS) * 60 / 5. 
The Corrected Error Rate (CER) is the frequency of errors 
committed but corrected during typing. Not Corrected 
Error Rate (NCER) is the frequency of errors left in the 
transcribed text. Finally, Total Error Rate (TER) is the 
unified error metric that combines these two error rates. 
Table 1 presents statistical test results for each performance 
metric. 

 Condition 
(F1,9 / p-value) 

Session 
(F4,36 / p-value) 

Interaction 
(F4,36 / p-value) 

WPM 2.76 / .13 10.50 / <.0001 1.30 / .29 

CER 1.52 / .25 3.52 / <.05 1.61 / .19 

NCER 0.0003 / .998 2.84 / <.05 1.74 / .16 

TER 1.36 / .27 3.08 / <.05 2.04 / .11 

Table 1. Two-way repeated measure ANOVA results. 

Condition has two levels (TapBoard and Normal), and Sesssion 
has five levels (five sessions for each condition). Bold text 

represents significant main effect. 

In summary, Session has a significant main effect, and 
Condition and Condition*Session interactions do not 
exhibit significant effects for all performance metrics. We 
conclude that TapBoard and Normal are not statistically 
different in their performance. To examine the equivalence 
of the performance of the two methods more rigorously, we 
picked two consecutive sessions and examined their 
equivalence using Two One-Sided t-Tests (TOST). For 
example, we compared session one and session two, session 
three and session four, and so on. Because we alternated the 
conditions, any two consecutive sessions consist of one 
TapBoard session and one Normal session. At the 95% 
confidence level, the test result indeed exhibited statistical 
equivalence for all session pairs.  

Additional session 
In the experiments thus far, the distance threshold δ was 80 
px. A smaller δ value will enable better utilization of the 
touched state, but may increase the chance of canceling a 
legitimate keystroke. The value of 80 px worked well, but 
we hope to minimize δ for better utilization of the touched 

state, e.g., for better gesture operation. This, however, 
should be possible without degrading typing performance. 

In order to estimate the touch displacement while typing on 
a touch screen, we conducted a pilot study with four 
graduate students (all male, ages from 23 to 28 years). They 
typed for 5 min in the Normal condition and we collected 
5297 touch data. A maximum 50 px displacement between 
a touch and a release was observed (Max = 49.04 px, Mean 
= 7.94 px, SD = 6.07). Based on this result, we set δ = 50 
px and conducted an experiment to see whether this 
reduction affected the typing performance. The experiment 
was a continuation of experiment 3. We conducted one 
additional session with TapBoard and Normal with the 
same participants (except P8, whom we could not contact). 
Then, we compared the new results with those of the last 
sessions of experiment 3. We analyzed the results with two-
way repeated measure ANOVA. Within-subject factors are 
the two-level Threshold (δ = 80 px and δ = 50 px) and two-
level Condition (TapBoard and Normal). Table 2 presents 
the results. 

 Condition 
(F1,8 / p-value) 

Threshold 
(F1,8 / p-value) 

Interaction 
(F1,8 / p-value) 

WPM  .59 / .49   .21, .66   .52 / .49  

CER  .33, .58   .12 / .73   .58 / .47  

NCER  .04 / .85  1.89 / .21   2.21 / .18  

TER  .32 / .59  .21 / .66 1.09 / .33 

Table 2. Two-way repeated measure ANOVA results for the 

additional session. 

None of the factors exhibit significant effects for any 
performance metric. Thus, we conclude that TapBoard with 
δ = 50 px would be as effective as with δ = 80 px. 

UTILIZATION OF TAPBOARD TOUCH STATE 
As we have shown that TapBoard does not adversely affect 
typing performance on a touch screen, the next step is to 
show how the touched state of TapBoard may be utilized to 
enhance the touch screen keyboard experience. 

Resting While Typing 
As in the case of a physical keyboard, TapBoard users will 
be able to rest their fingers between typing operations. This 
possibility was in fact verified in the second experiment. 
Most of the participants in the experiment would rest their 
fingers on the touch screen while they waited for their turn 
to type in a conversation session. We expect that this 
feature of the TapBoard will be better appreciated when 
people are involved in a careful writing task, as they have to 
pause frequently between typing operations in order to find 
the best words or expressions for their work. We also 
expect that this feature will be more useful for a tabletop 
computer with a large touch surface, because a large and 
stable surface has the affordance to invite resting behavior 
[9]. This was the reason why we chose a tabletop computer 
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We observed no statistical differences between two methods. We measured typing speed and 
error rates. We analyzed them using two-way repeated measure ANOVA. Only session has a 
significant main effect for all performance metrics. // So, we observed a kind of learning 
effect, but there were no difference between TapBoard and conventional software 
keyboard. // We also rigorously checked the equivalence between conditions by Two One-
Sided t-Tests. At the 95% confidence level, the test result indeed exhibited statistical 
equivalence.



Experiment Summary

Users type the keyboard by tapping.

TapBoard leads users to rest their fingers on the touch 
screen keyboards.

TapBoard does not have an adverse effect on text 
entry performance.
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Experiment Summary

Users type the keyboard by tapping.

TapBoard leads users to rest their fingers on the touch 
screen keyboards.

TapBoard does not have an adverse effect on text 
entry performance.

- Touch/keystroke durations < 300ms
- TapBoard design is well suitable with typing behaviors.

-  Participants agree the concept, and fingers were able to rest on 
the screen without actuating any key.

-  TapBoard and the conventional software keyboard have 
statically same performance.
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To summarize all experiments, we confirmed that 
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So far, I showed the effectiveness of TapBoard design by series of experiments. Now I will 
introduce its applications.
The major design space of the conventional touchscreen interactions have been focused on 
the text entry. The design space for applications is treated as a special case of touchscreen 
keyboard interaction.
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By the way, with TapBoard, the text entry is now occupies relatively small portion of the 
design space. All design space other than tapping action, is touchable now. It is now opened 
for other purposes.
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By the way, with TapBoard, the text entry is now occupies relatively small portion of the 
design space. All design space other than tapping action, is touchable now. It is now opened 
for other purposes.



• TapBoard distinguishes between keystroke and non-keystroke touches.
• Non-keystroke touches are precisely defined.

• They can be utilized in various way.

TapBoard Applications
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To present a possibility of this extended design space, we implemented several applications. 
Some of them may not very novel in this community, however we believe that they are easier 
to be implemented on the TapBoard system. 



Application 1: Resting While Typing
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As we showed in experiment 2, users are able to rest their fingers on the screen.



Application 2: Tactile Feedback
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For a tactile feedback application, we constructed a tactile overlay using very thin urethane 
film stickers, which is 0.2 mm thick. We know that there are several commercial products. 
However, TapBoard can elaborate and leverage their application.



Application 2: Tactile Feedback
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In a casual pilot study, after several minutes of training, participants were able to blind-type. 
They rest their fingers and find the finger position before typing, Also, because the template 
is transparent, it enables an invisible keyboard which is not occluding the application. Still 
user can type it, and transfer some gesture to the underneath content. 



Application 3: Adaptive Keyboard
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In this application, the software keyboard is following the hands as a user aligns their fingers 
on the touch screen.
As TapBoard allows users to touch the screen surface more, the screen itself have more 
opportunities to sense users’ touches more. A screen keyboard will be able to track the 
positions of fingers when users rest their hands on the screen keyboard. 



Application 4: Gestures
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The most useful possibility enabled by TapBoard is that of using typing and gestures 
seamlessly. In this application, we implement four different gestures. // SLIDE => TWO 
FINGER SLIDE => REST+SLIDE => REST+TWO SLIDE // Along with these gestures, user also 
able to type as normal.



Conclusion

1. TapBoard is compatible with the existing typing skill of users. 

2. Users can adapt to TapBoard easily and utilize its touched state.

• E.g., participants are resting their fingers. 

3. TapBoard is as efficient as an ordinary touch screen keyboard.

4. We demonstrated new interaction techniques that will be made possible by 
TapBoard.

5. TapBoard enhances the touch screen interaction.

• E.g., it enables seamless integration of typing operations and GUI 
operations.
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So far, we designed and evaluated the TapBoard concept, and then introduced its possible 
applications. As a conclusion, ...


